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West Yorkshire Cup 2nd Round 
Corpus Christi 8 – 2 SBSJ  
 
The lads endured a tough afternoon today in the West Yorkshire Cup going 
down 8 goals to 2 against a strong Corpus Christi side who I believe could 

eventually go on and win this year’s competition.  
 
The home side started brightly and it was soon evident their left side was the strongest and most of 
the early attacks came from that wing, but the SBSJ defence held firm with good defending from 
James Gallucci and some excellent saves from Tom Blakey in goals. The lads did battle hard though 
and had a couple of sporadic attacks of their own led by Pacos Lowers who was picking up some 
great positions. Unfortunately the defence couldn't hold out for long and conceded 3 fairly quick 
goals. To our credit we continued to battle away and were rewarded with a goal from Pacos Lowers 
who lashed home an unstoppable drive from just inside the box. With 5 minutes to half time the 
next goal was important and some good attacking runs from Adam Terrelonge nearly profited in a 
second goal, unfortunately though the home side quickly broke after one of our attacks and netted 
their 4th minutes before the half time whistle.  
 
The 2nd half started with the team half asleep and CC capitalised with 2 early goals to kill off the cup 
tie, (a lesson that needs to be learnt quickly) but one good attribute the boys have is that they never 
give up and continued to battle away against their superior opponents and were rewarded with a 
2nd goal when from all of 30 yards Jimmy O'Neil-Tolley scored the goal of the game and celebrated 



like he'd just won the FA Cup!!! The rest of the match was 50/50 but CC managed to net 2 more 
goals in the last few minutes to move into the quarterfinals.  
That's 2 cup competitions down this season but we still have the Bradford Cup to look forward to as 
well as the winter league which starts in the next couple of weeks so there's still plenty more 
football to play.  
Men of the match: James Gallucci and Adam Terrelonge  
Match report by 
Mr D Toronczak 
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